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PRODUCT SHEET : ADULT MOUFLON 
 
 
COMFORT ZONE 

Use down to -15 °C. 

 
 
DESCRIPTION 

Light, warm and compressible. These mouflons are insulated with synthetic wad which traps the heat and helps the 

evacuation of moisture. Removable insoles facilitate maintenance. The mouflons adjust with two adjustment cords. 

Non-slip outsoles are flexible and durable. Comfortable by temperature down to -15°C; be careful: you may be 

more sensitive to cold. 
 
 
USE 

The puffy slippers for the feet! These mouflons are made of moisture-wicking materials to keep your feet warm. 

Ideal for winter camping, a night in a shelter or at the cottage, these indoor slippers are extra hot for the chilly 

feet! We suggest you limit the use on abrasive surfaces, such as concrete or asphalt, so as not to prematurely wear 

the sole. 
 
 
TIPS 

Made from lightweight and windproof nylon, the adult Sherpa mouflon is designed to go outdoors and even in the 

snow. However, it cannot be considered waterproof like a rain boot or winter boot, nor adequate for a long walk in 

the snow. 

The suggested temperature for our products is indicative. Different criteria vary the comfort zone: the physical 

condition, the humidity level, the food, the fatigue, the shelter, the altitude, etc. Adapt your Sherpa product to the 

activity you plan to do. 
 
 
SIZE 

What size to choose? Check the table below to guide you to the correct size. . 

 
 
 
 
MATERIALS 

Exterior - 100 % nylon & ultra-resistant sole 

Insulation - 100 % polyester MaxsoftTM 

Lining - 100 % polyester 

 
 
WARRANTY 

Sherpa offers a limited lifetime warranty on its products. This warranty covers only manufacturing defects. The 

manufacturer is the one to decide whether the damage is a manufacturing defect or wear and tear. 
 
 
MAINTENANCE 

The Adult Sherpa mouflons are hand washable in cold water. It is best to dry in the open air. Do not dry clean. 
 


